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Case B&W type 4000 for DJI Avata (yellow)

B&W Type 4000 carrying case for DJI Avata (yellow)
Take  care  of  the  safety  of  your  drone,  as  well  as  all  its  equipment,  and  store  your  gear  in  a  specially  designed  case  from B&W.  The
product is equipped with a foam insert,  so that your property will  not be scratched. The well-thought-out design allows for convenient
space management. The case is compatible with DJI Avata, DJI Avata Smart Combo and DJI Avata Pro-View models. The product ensures
safe transportation, waterproof and dustproof at IP67 level. The dimensions of the 4000 model are 420 x 325 x 180 mm.
 
Safe and convenient transportation
If you are a DJI Avata drone user and are looking for a suitable case for easy transportation of your equipment, the 4000 model by B&W
will  certainly  meet  your  expectations.  The  case  is  shockproof  and  damage-proof,  so  you  can  transport  your  valuable  equipment  in  it
without worry. What's more, its IP67 waterproof and dustproof rating, as well as its temperature resistance from -30°C to 80°C means
that even extreme weather conditions pose no threat to your drone and its components. Thanks to the automatic pressure equalization
valve, you can move your equipment using air transport without worry.
 
Large capacity
The B&W case will  make you forget about limitations! The external dimensions of the product are 420 x 325 x 180 mm, the weight is
2.68 kg, and the volume is 16.6 liters. The capacity of the case allows you to conveniently store not only the drone, but also other items
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such  as  batteries.  You  can  transport  the  Fly  More  kit  without  worry.  And  that's  still  not  all!  You  can  easily  situate  a  wide  range  of
accessories in the case, such as 5 additional drone batteries and 2 additional goggle batteries. The carefully developed snap locks will
allow you to open and close the case comfortably.
 
Additional amenities
Thanks to the rubber handle with which the B&W brand case is equipped, you will comfortably carry your equipment. What's more, two
padlock eyes (Ø7.0 mm) increase the security of  your property by preventing unwanted access to the case's interior.  The foam insert
allows for a variety of equipment storage configurations. A document pocket in the lid adds to the convenience.
 
Includes:
Case
Name badge
Manufacturer
B&W
Name
BW Outdoor Cases Type 4000 for DJI Avata
Model
4000/Y/AVATA
Compatibility
DJI Avata, DJI Avata Smart Combo, DJI Avata Pro-View
Standards
MIL-STD-810, STANAG 4280, DEF STAN 81-41, ATA 300
Material
PP
Waterproof
IP67
External dimensions
420 x 325 x 180 mm
Internal dimensions
385 x 265 x 165 mm
Weight
2.68 kg
Volume
16 l
Color
Yellow

Price:

Before: € 175.0044

Now: € 167.00

RC models, Bags and suitcases, Suitcases
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